
Habit 1: Be Proactive Worksheet
Name: _______________________ Sex: ________ Age: ________ Date: ______________________

Instructions: Fill out the following table to reflect on recent events, your proactive responses, and 
strategies for future proactive behavior. After completing the table, answer the reflection questions 
below.

Event or happening How I can proactively respond



Reflection questions

1. How did being proactive in the situations listed above impact your overall experience and
outcomes?

2. What proactive strategies were most effective in addressing challenges, and how can you
apply them to future situations?

3. In what areas of your life do you still struggle to be proactive, and what steps can you take
to overcome these challenges?


	Name: Joe Daniels 
	Sex: Male 
	Age: 26
	Date: June 5, 2024 
	Event or happeningRow1: Missed an important deadline at work due to poor time management. 
	How I can proactively respondRow1: I can implement time-blocking techniques to schedule specific tasks throughout the day and set reminders to ensure I stay on track. Additionally, I will break down larger projects into smaller, manageable tasks with their own deadlines to prevent procrastination.

	Event or happeningRow2: Had a disagreement with a friend over miscommunication. 
	How I can proactively respondRow2: Instead of letting the issue escalate, I will initiate a conversation with my friend to express my concerns and actively listen to their perspective. By addressing the miscommunication early on and seeking mutual understanding, we can resolve the conflict more effectively. 
	Event or happeningRow3: Felt stressed and overwhelmed with household chores piling up. 
	How I can proactively respondRow3: To prevent chores from becoming overwhelming, I will create a weekly cleaning schedule and delegate tasks to household members. By proactively addressing chores before they pile up, I can maintain a cleaner and more organized living space without feeling stressed. 
	Event or happeningRow4: 
	How I can proactively respondRow4: 
	Event or happeningRow5: 
	How I can proactively respondRow5: 
	1 How did being proactive in the situations listed above impact your overall experience and outcomesRow1: Being proactive allowed me to address issues before they escalated, leading to better outcomes and reduced stress levels.

	2 What proactive strategies were most effective in addressing challenges and how can you apply them to future situationsRow1: Time-blocking and effective communication were particularly effective strategies. I plan to continue using these techniques and adapt them as needed in future situations.

	3 In what areas of your life do you still struggle to be proactive and what steps can you take to overcome these challengesRow1: I still struggle with procrastination in personal projects. To overcome this, I will set specific deadlines and break tasks into smaller steps to make them more manageable. Additionally, I will seek support from friends or mentors to hold me accountable for staying proactive.



